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By %ranklin W. Mederich 
A method is presented for calculatfng the aerodynamic loadtng,  the 
divergence meed, and cer ta in   s tabi l i ty  derivatives of w t n g ~  and ta i l  
surfaces of arbitrary plan form and stiffness. PraPieian is made f o r  
using either  st iffness curves and roo%rotat€on constants or influence 
coefficients In t he  andya i s .  C m g u t i n g  forme, tables of numerical 
canstants  required TII the -is, an i l lus t ra t ive  example are 
included t o  faci l i ta te   cdculat ians  by meam of the metbd. 
The distribution of the aerodynmnic loading an wings and tail  
surfaces is  important both for the structural analpis of these cam- 
ponents, since it detem3nes the applied bending "t and torque 
acting at any Statim, and f o r  the i r  aerodpmmic asalgsis, since it 
affects the  stabil i ty derivatives t o  a large exbent. A t  Ugh 8peeda the 
aerod;gnamic loading, particularly in the ca8e of m p t  -8, is 
greatly  affected by the structural deformations  caused by the loading. 
The present paper is cancerned'dth t he  determination of the effects of 
etructural   f lexibil i ty on the aerodynamic loading of w i n g s  of arbi t rmy 
plan form and s t m e e s .  
The problem of load dLstributian was a e d  far unswept flexible 
w f n g s  aa early as  1926 (reference 1) but has received  re la t ively  l i t t le  
attention since. The only new effect considered in subsequent work is 
aerodynamic Fnauction (reference 2). mo work appears t o  have been done 
011 the loading of flexible swept w i n g s .  The related problem of aer- 
elastic  dlvergace of swept wings with certain prescribed stifPness 
vazfatione haa been treated in reference 3. 
The present paper t rea t s  the problem of aerodynamic loading by 
matrix methods. Aerodynamic induction i e  taken fnto accoullt appro-- 
mate-, since suitable aerodynamic influence coefficients are not avail- 
able for wings of arbitrary plan f om. When they become available  they 
can readfly be incorporated in this method. Structural f lex ib i l i ty  is 
taken i n t o  accomt in the form of either  calculated  stiffnerjs v-ariatim 
or measured Fnfluance coefficients. The required inteeating matrices 
. 
axe presented for both a six-point and a ten-oint  aolutian. For the 
six-point solutim convenient cquting f o m  are included  as w e l l .  The 
method  is  illustrated by meane of an example. In addition to the analysis 
of the  aerodynamic  loading,  the  determination of the related  divergence 
q e e d  and of ce r ta in  stability  derivatives  is  discussed. 
For  the  convenience of the reader unfamiliar w i t h  matrix  terminology 
a ~nzmmasy of matrix  method6 has been included in t h e  appendix. The 
sections on "A€TLICA!EtON OF IEBE MfECHOD" and, in eicular, "Instructions 
for  Solution" may be  read  without  reference to t h e  sectim "DERIVATIOW OF 
TEE =OD. " 
A 
ac 
b 
C 
- 
C 
G 
2P 
aepect  ratio (9 
aeroelastic  matrix 
wing epan, inches 
chord  measured pmEtllel to the air Stream, inches 
average w m  chord, inches (E) 
section  lift  coefficient ( 3  
w l n g  lift coefficient 
rate of change of d a m g ~ o m m t  coefficient in roll with  tip 
helix angle 
w i n g  root  bendingsu;unsnt  coefficient (2) 
EI: bending stiffness in planes perpen?'culm t o  the elast ic  
axis,  pounq"inches2 
08 location of elast ic  axis measured frm leading edge, fraction 
of chord 
el 
GJ tors ional  stffPnese in planes perpendicuUz t o  the elast ic  
dJetance from reference a i s  t o  section  aerodpamlc  center 
(positive forward) (see f ig .  I), fraction of chord 
&e, pound--inches* 
[IJ unit matrix 
[%I matrix defined by equatian ( 1 2 )  
integrating matrix f o r  e w e  integration fram t i p  t o  roo t  
integrating matrix for double integration f rcan  t i p  t o  r o o t  
first row of g2 matrix 
Integrating matrix for 8IngJ-e integratinn f'ram root t o  t i p  
matrix relating cancantrated and accmnihted  torque 
matrix relating  cancantrated loads and accwmlated ben- 
141 
[%I 
[%I 
c951 
bl 
mcrmente 
matrix  converting torques due t o  distributed loads t o  torquee 
due t o  concentrated torques 
matrix converting bend- moments due t o  distributed loads to 
bending maments due t o  concentrated loade 
L lift, pounds 
L, 
2 runnFng a i r  load a l a g  the reference axla,  pounds per inch 
M accumulated bending mament (in planes per-pendicd-ar t o  t h e  
lift on both w l n g s  but  excluding Iff t an part of wing covered 
by fuselage, pound8 
reference axis unless epecified otherwiee 1, inch-pounds 
3 
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effective  section  lift-curve slope for angles of attack due to 
deformatian, per radian 
effective  section lift-curve slope f o r  additiaaal"tgpe a.n&e- 
of-attack  distributians, per radian 
concentrated l d ,  pounds 
root--twist canstants (see equatian 
rootqending comtant (see equation 
dynamic p r e s m e ,  pounds per square 
cancentrated torque, inchlpounda 
t o t a l  wing R X ~ R  including part of wing cavered by fuselage, 
s q w e  inches 
distance f'ram wfng root t o  wing t i p  perpendicular t o  the a i r  
stream (see fig. l), incheB 
length of w3ng along reference &s (see f ig .  l), inches 
accumulated torque (in p m s  perpenc~culaz t o  t h e  reference 
&S WlhSS specified otherwise), i nch -pods  
distance between the effective r o o t  asd the fnnermost c q l e t e  
section of the tors ion box perpendicular -to the elsetic 
axle, inches 
l a t e r d  ordinate measured from wing root, inches 
angle of attack, radians 
local dihedral angle due t o  deformatim or slope of wing 
deflection curve at reference axis, radians 
structural deflection, inches 
distance along reference axis, inches 
angle of sweepback (me&ed t o  t h e  referenoe axis unless 
s-pecifiea otherwise ), degrees 
cp angle of tw ia t  in planes perpendicular t o  the reference asis, 
r a d f m  
Subscripts : 
C -midchord 
D divergence 
fw flexible' wing 
M due t o  bending raomant 
MAC pertaining t o  the mean aerodynam5c chord 
r at root o r  effective roo t  
m t ra i l ing  edge 
W wing exclueive of fuselage 
Prlme mark: 
t fn or  pertaining t o  sectians  parallel t o  air stream rather 
than perpendicular t o  the referance axh 
Matrix notation: 
column matrls 
L J  row matrix 
6 
t 3  sqme  matrix 
PI diaganal matrix 
Method Ehploying Stiffness Curves 
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A 8 ~ ' ~ m p t f m . -  In the development of the method t h e  following 
aesu~~ptians are made: 
(a) Tlm effects of' aerodynamic induction may be taken into account 
bg applying an me- correction t o   s t r i p  theory and rounding off the 
r e s u l t b g  load distribution at the tip. 
(b) All deflections and anglee of attack m e  mall. 
(c ) 'phe wing is mounted f l ex ib ly  at &z1 effective  root  perpendicule 
to the elast ic  axis  through the intersection of tple elast ic  axis and 
the fuselage (see fig.  l), the root rotatians being proportianal t o  the 
root bending m b n t  and root torque, 
(a) ~n elast ic  axis e x i s t s  in the outer portion of t h e  wing, this 
axie be- defined as  t h e  elast ic  axis the wing would have if it were 
mounted rfgidlg- some distance outboard of the  root  approxkmtely perpen- 
dicular t o  the midchord line. (Hem the root the elastic asis  i s  defined 
as the extensian of t h e  outboard elast ic  &e. ) 
(e) All deformatima are given by the elementmy theories of 
bendrzlg and of torsion about the reference ax is ,  which in this case ie 
t h e  elast ic  a x i s .  
A i r  loads.- In keep- wlth assmtgtiom (a) and (b) t h e  force  on 
a wing section of unit width parallel t o  the  directim of f l igh t   i a  
= l.Q&2 cos h- 
where the equivalent angle of attack E i e  defined by 
The effective  sectim lift-curve dope for angle-ofdttack dfstribu- 
ti- due t o  s-tructural defollnatiane has been gfven in reference 3 on 
t h e  basis of the reas- of reference 4 for mbsonic meeds as 
Similar-, the efPective lif't-curve slope mel for additima3"type 
angl"ettack  distributiane is determined by t&e stme reasming &B 
Both slopes mu& be nnzltiplied by cos A, as in equatim (I), in order 
t o   a p p u  t o  loads and angles of attack act- on sections and meamred 
in plases parallel to the airectian of flight. 
The torque of the load 2 about the reference axis is 1' elc 
for uncauibered secticms (for cambered eectiacns the torque a t  zero L.Lft 
rrmBt be added and the analysis of the following parragraphe modified 
*cord-). T h i ~  torque may be resolved +to a rmnlng torque about 
the e las t ic  axis and a rtlDllfpg benfUng mnmPlnt about a llne perpandicubz 
t o  the  e las t ic  &e. 'phe rurming lo&, torque, and mcapent must then be 
multiplied by COB A t o  field. their values per unit lesgf;h alw t h e  
elast ic  &E, so that 
or, in matrix  notation, 
The accumulated torque T is obtafned fram the running torque by 
an integration inboard frm the t ip .  IChis integration may be performed 
by a matrix [Kd which is based on Sbrpscmts rule with a modification 
suggested by V. M. Fdlmer at the t ip .  (See appnnd. ) 5 effect of 
Falkmr'a S i c a t i m  is t o  round off the calculated load distribution 
and cause it t o  go t o  zero with an in f in i te  elope at the t ip ,  as the 
aerodynamic lift distributions act- do. The matrix is &ken in 
table I. 
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S i m i l a z l y ,  the accumulated bending mnmnnf. i8 obtained by a double 
integration inboard from t h e   t i p  of the load and a single 
I;ntegratian of the running mnmnnt. The double integration may be 
performed  by another matrlx [Q] (given in table 11), which is based 
on the e q u i W m t  of S i ~ ~ ~ e o n * s  r u l e  for mmnTlf.8, Falher*e  modification 
again being made at the  t ip .  The derivatian of the integrating matrices 
is discussed in samewhat greater deta i l  Fn the appendix. 
The accumulated torque and bend- moment m ~ ~ y  then be written as 
r 0 1 
Equations of equilibrium- The equation8 of equilibrium of a 
deformed Xing referred  to  the elaetic =Is me 
dx E I - = M  as 
These equatione mLlst be integrated outboarrd from the root . t o  obtain cp 
etnd r. The Integratians may be performed by 8 m t r i x  [q (see 
table III and appendix), a l s o  based on S.tm.son*s r u l e  without the t i p  
modificatian, however, since the torque6 and maments go t o  zero with 
finite md zero slopes, reqectively. To the deformations obtained in 
this manner the rotations due to  the  root  deflection, 'p, and rr, 
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which may be cmbined into two other canrrtanta 
w be- defined 88 in figure 1. The deformation8 may then be written a8 
1 
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L 
where the  matrix [roJ ier defined by 
i 0 0 0 0 . .  1 0 0 0 . .  1 0 0 0 . .  1 0 0 0 . .  Po]= 1 0 0 0 . .  
J 
The angle of attack due t o  the structural defomt ians  i8 
re lated  to  cp and I? by 
and 
Solution of the equations.- If it is desired to   calculate  the 
aerodynamic loading correspa~ding t o  a &van geamstrical angl-f-slt;tack 
distribution and dpamLc preseure, .equatian (14) may be rewritten as 
follows : 
r 
Ih this form it constitutes a set  .of llneer simultaneous equatione for 
the ij; Values in term of % m u e e .  *om the  calculated 'i d u e s  
the lift distribution my be determined f r c n n  either  equation (I) or (4). 
The divergence dynamic preeeure may be obtained .fram equaticm (17) 
b,y sett ing  the determinant of the square matrix on the left side of the 
equa;tion equal t o  zero. This procedure f a  equiv-a,laxt t o  sett ing ag 
e q ~  t o  zero in the term . of eqwtian (14), so that 
The c r i t i c a l  value of a is then determined by matrix i terat ion en& 
hence the divergence dynamic presmre f r a n  equation (16). 
Method Employing I3lflllence coefficients 
The aesm~t iona  made ia the preceding sectiane concerning the 
behavior of the wing structure m e  unnecessary if influence coefffcients 
f o r  the given structure axe axailable frcm test data or refined methods 
of calculaticm. The coefficients moat convenient f o r  t h i s  analysis are 
those g i i i n g  the rotation of the structure in planes p a r a e l  t o  the 
d-lrectim of flight due to vertfcalload~l applied along a convenient 
reference axis and due t o  torques about Unee perpendicular t o  the 
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d i rac t im of flight. Since it is uE;u&L1$ more convenient to apply 
concentrated rather than distributed 1- in structural  tests, the 
influence  coefficients Kill be considered in t h i s  asal$sis t o  have 
been obtained in  thfs  manner. 
The angle of structural  deformatian as may be expressed In terms 
of the  influence  coefficients % and (pp as follows: 
*ere the R'S and Prs axe arbitrary concentrated  torques and loads, 
the lat ter bein@: applied at the reference axis. The accumulated torques 
and bending mammts about 1-s perpendicular and parallel, respectively, 
t o  the direction of flight may be r e l a t ed   t o  the concentrated torques 
end loads by means of the summation matrices [%. =a [%J (see 
appendix) as follows: 
0 
These ralatians may be solved f o r  the value6 of R and P required t o  
produce given distributions of accumulated torgue and bending m m n t  
The accumulated torques and bending moments produced by the air 
load are then 
(T'} = +[Kl] f?elc} - (.*} tan A 
Fa) = at [A'] {E} 
where 
at = m, COB 
where, in turn 
p6] = 
m e  given in tables IV and V. 
The solution of equatim (26) i E  obtained ' i n  the manner previoudy 
described f o r  equation (14). 
A t  the tFme an aeroelastic analysis iB performed no experimental 
stiffness b t a  e.14 u s u & l l ~  available, EO that  the c d c d a t e d  stiffness 
C U T V ~ B  m e t  be used. Ib order t o  use these c m e s  it is necessary to 
assum the existence of a reasanably strai&t elastic arie.  The location 
of th fs  &B may be estimated by cansidering it t o  be the line c m e c t i n g  
the shear centers of the individual eectians. lY t h e  elast ic  axi~ 
obtained in this menner ie not reasanably  straight trithin a f e w  percent 
of the chord, the  results of the anal~sfs may not be 8ufficieatl.y  reliable. 
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The stif'fmsses G J  and EI do not have much physical  significance 
inboard of the  laet   point where there is a ccmplete cross  sectian of the 
torsion box. (See f ig .  1. ) Ln order to  a r r ive  at estimates of the root 
stiffneesea ((X), and (FJ),, wbich serve primarily as reference  values 
in this analysis, the stif'f'ness m e 8  have t o  be extended. It is con- 
venient t o  cansider the st i f fneesee  to  be canetast inboard of the last 
complete section of the torsion box; t h i s  procedure should yield  conaerv~- 
tive  values of the root  rotations. 
The most difficult problem Incurred in  analyzing the  deflections on 
t h e  basis Of Stiffness C u T v 0 8  appears t o  be the  eEthl&tia O f  the root 
rotatiom. As used in this analysis, they a m  the torsion and bend- 
deflectims impoeed by the triangular inner port im of the wing and the 
campthrough bay on the rest of the wing. AB seen in figure 2, which 
is plotted from the data of reference 5, these values are eesantially 
constant dong the span, BO that they actmlly  consti tute rigid-body 
rotations. (The bending rotations have bean obtained by taking the 
difference in slope between curves  calculated by considering the wFng 
t o  be cantilevered at the effective  root - the root used to   calculate  
torsional deformations in reference 5 - and the averages of the leadlng- 
edge and trailing-edge deflections actually measured. The t w i s t s  were 
obtained by mbtracting the M a t s  calculated on the basis of the asenuned 
effective  root from the measured t w i ~ t s .  ) 
The rotations should in any practical  case be calculated by a n d y z i n g  
the triangular root and the carry-khrough bay and made dbnmsidess by 
less  rotation pmmters shown Fn figure 2 may be used as a guide; it 
must 'be kept in  mind, however, that in the case of a meptforward wing 
the parameters 
O f  equation (9). such &21 W S f E  i 8  not  available,  the dimemi- 
% and Q$, would have the opposite sign. 
Once t h e  structure under investigation is b u i l t ,  fairly simple 
deflectian  teats, aimLlar to those performed in reference 5, may be w e d  
t o  check the root-rotation paranetere by calculating the differences 
'between the obeemed rotations and those  calculated by simple beam 
theory  considering the wing cantilevered at the effective  root; at the 
same tims the existence and estimated l o c a t i a  of the elaatic ax is  may 
be verified. ZP the experimental program is fairly extensive it is 
desirable t o  memure influence coefficients directly. These Fnfluence 
coefficients  cas then be used W conjunction with the alternate method 
described in the preceding section to obtain a quick check on the aer- 
elastic  analysis based on calculated  stiffneesea. 
The influence coefficients us3d i n  the analysis ccmsist of the 
rotations of sectiazvl parallel to  the  direction of flight due t o  
concentrated m5.t torques i n  planes pasallel t o  the plane of symmetry 
or concentrated unit 10- at the reference line. These rotatima in 
radians m e  entered in tables of the form: 
0.7 0.5 
rchese particular  tables would be used for a six-pofnt analysis; similar 
tables would be used for a tenqoint analysis. In either case it is 
t o  be noted that the t w i s t s  m e  measured a t  values of y/+ frcm o t o  0.9, 
whereas the loads aze applied at SI/+ values frosr 0.1 t o  1.0. The 
tables  obtained in thie manner c d i t u t e  the desired influem- 
coefficient  matrices. 
IT the wing sections are  found t o  M a t  nQzLuzlifmmly, 80 that they 
become cambered in effect, the angles of twist % t o  be entered in 
the Imfluenc-oefficient matrices have t o  be defined in a different 
m e r  according to whether the  aeroelastfc analysis is performed f o r  
subsonic o r  Bupereanfc apeeds. A t  subsonic speed6 the l i f t  dependa an 
the slop of the meLm c d e r  line at  the  threwuarber-chord  point, so 
that the effective ~ s g l e  of attack is  
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At  supersonic  speeds  the  lift depends prFmarily on the average  slope of 
t h e  mean cazliber 1Fne, EO that 
k E  - 5 ,  
us = 
C 
Determination  of  the  Aerodynamic  Parameters 
The selection of the  aerodynamic  paaxmeters % and el far  the 
calculation  of  the  divergence speed has been  discussed  in  reference 3. 
For calculating  the  aerodynamic l oad ing  at a given  flight  condition  the 
aerodynamic  parameters are chosen  for  that  flight  condition. The 
effective  lift-curve  slopes m, and mel are applicable onlg to  subsonic 
subcritical  speeds. At hi&er  speeds no slnrple span correction  is 
available;  neglect of the span correction  tends to be  conservative  for 
calculation  of  the  divergence sp ed and the aerodynamic loading, however. 
lnstructions  for  Solution 
Two sets  of  integrating  matrices  have  been  prepared  for a six-ypoint 
solution and a ten-point  solution,  respectively. m e  former should be 
adequate for all practical  purposes; o n l y  where  the  stiffness  curves are
very irregular near the root does the  ten-point solutim have to be 
resorted  to. Tne points  considered  by  the two sets of tables axe at 
A- = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 f o r  the  shorter  solution anit 
JL = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 f o r  the longer 
solution. The prmedure to bs followed f o r  either  solution  is  identical; 
although cmputing forms are presented in this  paper o n l y  for  the  six- 
point  solution,  their extension to  apply to the  ten-point  solution  is 
obvious. 
Calculation of the matrices.- The first  step  in  the  aeroela&ic 
andyeis by ~ B & Z ~ E  of the stiff'nese curves is  the  calculation f t h e  
aeroelaetic  matrix [AJ from the  physical asd geometrical  parameters 
of the wing. T!hese parameters  are  conveniently  tabulated in a form  of 
t h e  type shown in table VI(&). The computation  is then ceuTied  out 
according  to  the instructims of  table  VI(b ), each  step  in the proceaure 
being  identifled by  the-number  in  the  upper  left  corner  of  each box. 
It  must  be  kept  in mind that many of the operations call  for  matrix 
multiplications  where  the  order of the  multiplicands  is of iqortance. 
(A brief mmumry of matrix  methods  is  presented in the appendix.) The 
aeroelastic  matrix  is  obtained as the last step  (step 13) of the 
computatfons in this  form. 
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A special  case  arises d e n  e is zero. B el 1s not  zero 1r 
along the remainder of t h e  apan, i ts  value at a- point other than t h e  
root may be used as a reference value. The [- (:)I matrix, the 
multiplying factors of steps 8 asd 9 as well as the definition of the 
parameter a a r e  then based an t h i s  other reference value rather 
than elr. el is  zero a long  the entire span, step I and steps 3 
t o  8 may be omitted. Steps 9 t o  13 should be modified as follows: 
eb 
10 - [a]- [a] 
Step 1l - As is  
Step 12 - Omit 
If Fnfluence coefficients of t h e  proper type are available, the 
calculation of the aeroela.Etic matrix b*] is  casried out directly 
by meam of equation (28). 
Solution f o r  divergence dynamic pressure.- In order t o  determFne 
the va lue  of the panmeter a o r  a* corresponding t o  divergence, the 
aeroelastic matrix [A) or  [At] is  iterated (see appadix) .  Table =(a) 
may be used for  this purpose. Tha result  is the  c r i t i c a l  value of a. 
or a*. The divergence dynamic presmre is then calculated frcm eqw- 
tion (16) o r  (27). It is t o  be noted that t h i s  pressure will be Ln 
pounds per square inch. Since the aeroelastic matrix is indepden t  of 
the Mach number, except flleofar aa el varies with Mach nuniber, the 
same c r i t i ca l  value of a my be used to calculate t h e  divergence Qnamic 
pressure for  an entire range of Mach nunibem. If' the value of q 
changes, however, as  it does between the Bubsanfc and supersonic region, 
the cr i t ical  W u e  of a has t o  be calculated for both values of el. 
If the value of el is zero along the entire span and the [A] 
matrix has been calculated accordin@; to the modified Fnstructions, 
i teration of the matrix w i l l  give the value of the parameter d at 
divergence. From the definition of d the divergence Qn6mic premure 
may then be calculated. 
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Solution  for  aerodynamic load%.- Ln order to calculate  the  am(>- 
dpmaic loading corresponding  to a given  flight  condition and geometric 
asgle-of-ELttack  distribution  the  aeroelastic  matrix [A] or [A*] is 
multiplied  by the value of a or a* cdculated for  the given flight 
condition and mbtracted from t h e  unit  matrix [I]. The result may be 
entered in table VTI(b ). Again  it must be noted  that  the value of the 
aeroelastic matrix va;ries with the flight  condition if el varies, so 
that t h e  aeroelastic  matrix  corresponding  to he proper e1 value 
must be  selected. 5 0  resulting  matrlx  constitutes  the  coefficients of 
a set of sinatltaneous linear algebraic  equations for the unknown values 
of the  effective  angle-ofdttack  distribution of the deformed wing 
5 E in tern of the known anglmf-ttack value8 of the  rigid 
{-1 i 
wing {ag}. Table =(b) is  set up  for  the  calculation of the  additlaaal 
loading, the dampiefnqoll loading, and a third  arbit- loading; as 
m m y  loadings  as  deeired may, of course, be calculated by this method, 
The 80lUti~~I of t h e  e uaticms may be  carried  out in any convenient manner. 
The form  of  table VI14 b) has been prepared for w e  in conjunction  with 
(=I.c)ut*a mL&od of solving l-tnear s"baneoue equatians  (reference 6 ) .  
In t h e  cam whara e is zero alcmg the span, the  headin@  at tha 
top of tr.3le VII(b) should be modified to read 
CAI, =(-) has been calculated according to the modified  instructians 
and d has-been  obtained by iterating [AJ,,~. 
The values of calculated for the additional load 
distribution (a = 1) canetitute value8 of t h e  ratio c 
or (CC~)~/(CC~~~ in view of the  asetmrptians  made  ccmcernlng t h e  air 
forces. Tne section  loading  of  the  flexible  is  obtained fram the 
relation 
2fw/"2-rx 
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or  in dimensionless form 
The wing lift coefficient defined by the relatian 
Lw %=q6 
and the wing b e n d m t  coeff  fciant defined by 
% = q 6 b  
M' 
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(33) 
may be obtained by jmtegrating the load distributian. These integrations 
may be performed canvenfent- by multiplsing the ccZ/cr values by the 
f i r s t  r m  of the [Kl] and [+I matrices, reepectively. Wua 
and 
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- 
The lateral   center of pressura of the wing load - ’ may then be 
EIW 
dete-ed from the  relation 
The fore-and-aft location of the aerodynamic center of t h e  wing load 
measured rearward 
a fraction of the 
r e l a t i  on 
of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic: chord a8 
mean aerodpamic chord may be estimated frm the  
- 
(ac )w - ~Mhc 
= ac + 
M.A. C. M.A.C. tss ‘ac 
where ha, is the sweep of the section aerodynamic center line. 
For m y  other geomtricd, angle-of-ttack distributions such as 
thow due t o  built-in twist or those due to roll ing,  the same section 
1 i f t ” v e  slope should be ua8d a8 f o r  the structural deformatims, so 
that is replaced by and 3 is unity in equations (32) t o  (36).  
1 ma 
For the damping-in-roll distribution h t h  a t i p  helix a n g l e  of 1 radian 
The rolling-moment cwfficient due t o   t h e  wing load. i a  deflned by 
2” 
qm 
cz,  = - 
It 1s eeen t o  be twice the wing bendin@I-moment coefficient. 
The contribution of the wing to  other  stability  derivatives may 
be obtsineci s tmilar ly  by integrating the load distribution8 due to the 
sn@;le-ofettack  distributions caused by the motion under consideration, 
es rlencribed in reference 7; i n  the cam of swept wings,  prbicular care 
must be taken in selecting the proper angle-of-ttack distribution and 
in accomting for the lateral inclination of the lift vector (Bee 
reference 4) .  
If the aerodynamic loading or the  stability  derivatives  are t o  be 
obtsinad f o r  a wide variety of flight conditions, it is convenient t o  
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systamatize the calculatiwa in t h e  following manner. The aeroelastic 
matrix is computed for both t h e  mbsonic and supersonic aeroclynm€c 
center values and i terated for both cases t o  obtain t h e  &sonic asd 
auprxsonic values of the divergtmce parameter &D. man these values 
t h e  divergence m c  pressure may be cronputed by means  of equation (15) 
and plotted against Mach nmiber, as suggested in reference 3; 04 the 
same plot  values of the  actual dynamic pressure may be plotted againat 
Mach number for various altitudes of interesb. Such a plot for a wing, 
the physical characteristics of which me given in figure 3, i s  shown in 
figure 4. 
Since at a given Mach number the r a t i o  a/aD is equal t o  the 
r a t i o  q/qD, the rmge of a/% d u e s  of interest may be established . 
f r a m  this plot for both the subsmic and the supersonic region. Several 
representative a/% values may then be chosen WLthin the given ranges 
and the corresponding d u e s  of a ccnnputed f r a a n  the prevfously calculated 
&D values. The aeroa$namic loading is  calculated for these values of a 
usin t h e  appropriate LAJ matrix and plotted in t h e  form of 
(cczkffw/(ccz),. with the r a t i o  a/% as a parameter. 3 h ~  these
curves or from the 5 values the lift coefficients mqy be obtained 
in the f o m  ( k ) f w / ( C ~ ) m  and p l o t t e d  agairat a/% or  q/qD; the 
other  coefficients may be obtained and plotted in a similaz form. 
e1 
For any  specific flight ccmdition t h e  value of a/aD may then 
be obtained frm the plot of q asd qD against Mach number. The 
loading, lift coefficient, o r  other item of interest  ryy be obtained 
fram the p l o t s  whfch give  these items in terms of the rigid- d u e s .  
Once the  rigld-wfng  values at the given Mach number 8x8 known, t he  
flexiblwwing values may then be obta3aed  Imnediately. 
I l lustrat ive Example 
In order t o   i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  methd described In the preceding 
mctions, a typical swept wing has been m y z e d .  The physical and 
geametrical parameters of the wlng are shown in figure 3 end t h e  upper 
part of table VIII (wbich f ollowe the form of table  BI(a) 1. m e  
chord, (elc2), and stiff’ness matrices have been obtained fromthe 
given parameters and are shown in the lower part of table VIT. 
a 
The calculation of the aeroelastic  matrix for the  mbsonic case 
has been carried out by means of the f o m  of table VI(b ) . A l l  but 
t h r e e  of the  steps of t h e  C q U % a t i O n  are Shown in table IX m e r e d  
in the same order as in table VI(b). Steps I, 2, 6, 7, ll, and 12 
constitute  matrixElltfplication8, which are carried aut in t h e  order 
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in4fohted; steps 5 and 1 3  con,ptitate matrix aciditions or aubtractions; 
stspe 3 and 4 vonstitute  mltiplications of matrices by conutaTtt;. 
The aeroelastic matrix i s  i terated in table X(a) (which r’ollcws 
the farm of table =(a))  t o  yield & value of a, = -2.208. Rorn thiG 
v d u a  ani a value of &D c- ornpnted in the shme manner for m p e  atmil? 
speeds, th6 divergence dynan€c pressura has been calculated by n e m a  of 
equation (16) on the basis of estimated values of the effective l i f t -  
curve slope. The variation wlth Mach nanber of the divergencw fiynamic 
prescmre, the actual dynamic press‘ne a t  sea level, and the estfmtari 
effective ~ift-curve slope is down in  figure 4. 
For h value of = 4.25, such  a6 would be obtained  approximately 
at a Mach numbsr of 1.0, the aerodynamic loading has bean calculatad for 
the additional mgle-ofdttack case and the danpLn&in-roll case in 
table X ( b  ), which follows the f o m  of table vll( b ) . The veluzs of 
for  tha lat ter cas8 have been calculate3 from equation (39). The 
aerodynamic loadings, in additian t o  those calcdated for other 
“/a,,, values, have been plotted in figure 5 as ra t ios  of t h e   f l e x i b l e  
wing loadings to   t he  rigid“ loadings. The curve8 h3ve been integrated 
to   yield wing lift, bendwoment ,  and rolli-nt coefficients as 
w e l l  as the aerodynamic center of the w i n g  load, which are shown in  
&D 
% 
table X(b ) for the  caw of - = -0.25 and which are  plotted against a 
an - 
q/qD in figure 6.  
The wing l i f t  coefficient i s  defined in such a m e r  that if 
the  fuselage l i f t  is known and m3e dimensionless by dividing by q 
and S the retlitlta fuselage l i f t  coefficient may be d d e d  directly 
t o  the w3.n l i f t  coefficient. This definition and the fact  that 
figure  3(a 7 is plotted over the  fraction of the wing-done span + 
explains the fact that the mea under the curva of figure 5(a) is not 1. 
Ths aerodynamic center as plotted in figure 6 conetitutes the center 
oP preesllre of on ly  the wing load. To obtain the airplane aerodynamic 
center, tha magnitude and centsr of pressure of the fuselage load would 
have t o  be known and taken into account. 
Both the aerodynamic and the  structural  assumptions made i n   t h i s  
analysis are more rea l ia t lc  than thorn made in  reference 3.  Tne’davice 
employed in t h i s  analysis of calculating the air forces for wing secticxns 
para l le l   to  the direction of f l i gh t  ani1 then  transfeming them to 
.sections perpendicular to   the   e las t ic  axis ob-Jlateo the necessity of 
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replacFng the  actual wing with one the roo t  asd t i p  of a c h  are 
perpendicular'to the elaatic axis for the purpose of andpis.  Further- 
more, the inclusion of FFl.l'kner*s modiffcatfan (see appendix) fn the 
intepating  matrices has the effect of rolmding off the  load  distribu- 
t ion approximately in the m r  obsemed at  subsonic speeds. A t  
supersonic speeds the load distributions do not go t o  zero in the manner 
assumed in FF1.7erts modification, but men at mpersmic speeds there 
is some reduction of load a t  t h e  t i p ,  the t o t a l  magnitude of which fa 
not f a r  from the  reduction  obtained by F m e r * s  modification. 
only one aerodpmnic asstzmption is still made, that induction 
effects may be approximated by as oveT"&u reduotim of the s t r i p  theory 
loading (rounded off as previously described) at subcritical speeds and 
may be neglected at  Bupersanic speeds. %e effects of aerodynamic 
induction could be taken i n t o  m c m t  more accurately by using aero- 
dpmmic Wluenc-oefftcient matrices inatead of the effective lift- 
this analysis. Available rnethoaa of calculating such influence coeffi- 
cients for wings of a rb i t ra ry  plan form a t  subsonic and mpersanic speeds, 
particularly those 8Uitable f o r  f i g s  with k g e  amounts of sweep, are 
either t o o  i n a c c m t e  o r  too time"cansuming f o r  practical pur-poseB, 
however. 
While +;he analysis of t h i s  paper has been performed for Wbga 
consisting of uncambered sections, it is directly appl-lcable as well t o  
the determination of t h e  additianal loa- of w3ngs with cmibered 
sections. The loading of such wfngs due t o  the sectian pitching moment 
at zero lift may be determined by modifglng the analysis samewhat. 
The assumption of an effective root perpendicular t o  the e las t ic  
axis made Fn reference 3 for m e  purposes of calculating the structural  
response is carried mer in t h i s  analysis. It is modiffed, however, 
t o  the  extent that the root  is no longer cansidered t o  be r igid a8 in 
reference 3, but flexible, both in torsion and benmg.  It has been 
damonstrated in reference 5 that the deflections of a swept beam may be 
eatimated on that assumption, provided the root-rotatian parameters are blown. By assuming the effective root a t  the fntereectim of the elast ic  
axis with t he  side of the fuselage, the root bending due t o  bend-' 
moment and root  twist due t o  torque are minimized. The bending due t o  
twist and twist due t o  bending are the same regardless of the location of 
the effective root. 
The method of Introducing the r o o t  rotat ima i n t o  the  asr t ly~is  by 
means of t h e  [Id matrix assures that the structural &ist tu planes 
parallel t o  t he  direction of f l igh t  is zero at the fuselage. =am 
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figne 2 it  is  seen  that the local values of  the  root  rotation  either 
tend  to z e m  at the  root  or  tend to cancel each  other. If the  root- 
rotation  constants are kpown, the  structural  deformations can therefore 
bs  predicted  quite  accurately by the  assumpticjns made. 
The manner in which  the  equations  of  equilibrium are  solved  by 
means of  the  integrating  matrices  accounks for the true zhxd and 
stiffness  vssiations. It does  not  necessitate  replacement  of  the 
actual wing by constant-chord  segments  with all the flexibility 
concentrated at t he  ends of the segments, an approach whl.:h has been 
used exbensively Fn the work on aeroelastic problems of straight w i n g G .  
A further  refinement  which  obviates  the  necessity  for making any 
structural  asgumptions  other than that of small deflectians  is  the w e  
of meamred lnfluenca  coefficients in the  aeroelastic  analysis.  Wherever 
such  coefficients are available  it  is, of c~urse, to advttnf;age to us3 than. 
No explicit  account has.been taken in the &yeis of  the  effect@ 
of the  inertia loading on the  structural defomtions and  hence  the 
aerodynamic loading. On swept w, in particular,  their  effects 
may  be  considerable.  For the purposee  of  this  analysie,  however, the
structural deformatims due to inertia loading may be considered  part 
of the  geomstric angle of attack and the  rigid-wing  geometric ang le  of 
attack may be  modified  accordingly. The defomtims due  to  the  inertia 
loading may, incidentally,  be  calculated  conveniently by meam of the Kl, 
K, and IC3 matrices. 
Some of  the  general  observations made in  reference 3 concerning the 
cZivergence  phenomenon are corroborated  by t h e  example. ke axpected of 
a wing with a comiderable amount of sweepback, t h e  divergence dynamic 
pressure is negative.  Consequently  the wing cannot  diverge.  The 
divergence dynamic pressure  is usefd  as a reference  value,  however; 
the  values  of the load  distribution and t h e  "&ability  parameters  dfvided 
eithar by the corresponding  rigid-wing values or by the  section  lift- 
curve  slope  depend  only on the  ratio of the act& to the divergence 
d-c pressure. 
The ty-pe of p l o t  &awn in figure 4 is  therefore  quite useful Fn 
tbe  analysis  of  aeroelastic  phenomena. As pointed  out in reference 3, 
tbfe  chart may also be  usud  to  estimats  the  actual  divergence  dynamic 
pressure  where  there is a possibility  that  the  wing may diverge. It 
appears  that  the  critical  values w i l l  occur at either  extremity of t h e  
transmic region. In the transonic regim proper t he  lift-curve  slcpe 
usual ly  appears to  be  lower than at the  extremitieB, sc. much so that  thz 
'decrease in lift-curve  slope even tands to GTerbabnCe any forward 
shift Fn aercxlpamic  center. 
As would be  expected  qualitatively,  the  effect  of  wing  flexibillty 
in  the  case of the example wing is  to unload the wing tips due to Lht: 
fact that -they bend  up. The lift cmied by the w h g  io therefor= laas 
than that  carried by a rigid  wing,  the c-dker of  pressure  being  farther 
inboard and the  aerodynamic  center fmtht;r forward. 
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The difference between the supersonic and mbsanic values of the 
loading, the liFt and roll-nt coefficients, and the aerodynamic 
center for a given value o f .  a/% 2 s  due t o  the difference in the 
el distributions. If the distributfons were the same, the mbsonic 
a d  supersonic variations of these quantities with a/aD would  cobcide 
idspite  the difference in the values. 
Another item of possible interest is the fac t  tha.t the variat€cmH 
of the parameters dD and % f o r  t he  exanple problem are approximately 
linear ( s e e  f ig .  7 ) ,  as would be expected fromthe I’eSdfX of the 
analysis of reference 3. lche deviatians framlinearity axe most pronounced 
new the points  f o r  d = 0 (A = 0). They are due t o  the effects of the 
root rotations, in particulaz,  the bending due t o  torsion and t o r s i a n  due 
t o  bending; these effects were neglected In the approximate analysis of 
reference 3. The points of figure 7 correqcmd t o  the e-le wlng and 
t h e  wings wMch would be obtained by rotat- the exaslple wing t o  the 
unswept and 3 7 . 5 O  aweptforward positions in such a manner as  t o  keep the 
parameters , A, aa w e n  as -the chord, stiffnees, and 
momsnt-Eusn ( e l )  distributions  constent. Points are shown f o r  both the 
subsonic and supersonic variation8 as w e l l  as f o r  the case when ’ el = 0 
over the entire span (aD = 0). The difference between the subsonic asd 
Bupersonic lines is due entirely t o  t h e  difference fn the e1 distribu- 
t ian; if  t 3 e  distributians were the same, as  would be the  case i f  the 
elastic  axis were a t  a constant fraction of the chord, the variaticms 
would  be the same, regmxlless of the difference Fn the e% values. 
The prese2t -ais is concerned a d ~ y  w i t h  or t a u  loads; 
the t o t a l  loads a r ~  obtained by adding the fuselage loads (nhich may 
be assumed t o  be unaffected by flexibility ) t o  the wing or  t a i l  loads 
obtained from the analysis. 5 amount of load carried b;y a flexible 
wing and the manner of its d is t r ibu t im can consequently be estimated by 
the method presented herein if the cmtribution of the fwelage is hawn 
at low dynamic presmres, that is, f o r  t h e  “rigid-wing” case. 
elrcr COS * (EX) 
(MIr 
The fuselage has a comiderable effect on sane of the  stabfli ty 
pazameters as w e l l ,  although in the case of others, such as  C the 
effect is negligible. Other effects that may have t o  be accounted for 
in  calculating  stabil i ty  derimtives axe the boundaxplayer behavior 
and t i p  suction. !he boundary-lwer effect may be accounted f o r  by 
using a section l i f t -cme slope corrected f o r  boundary-layer effects 
to calculate the an&Hf”btack  distribution of the flexible ufng at 
the flight  conditiane of interest  and than obtaining the lift and drag 
distributions correspondfng t o  that angle-of+%ttack  distribution. 
Lateral t i p  suction may be inportant on low-aspect-ratio and highly 
wept wings. Since it doea not  affect the lift distribution, it be 
taken i n t o  &count by calculating the angl-fettack distribution of 
the  flexible wing and estfmating %he t i p  suction correeponding t o  the 
actual angle of attack at the t i p .  
2P’ 
J 
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In calculating  stability  derivatTves  it is well to keep in mind 
that the method  presented  in  this  paper  is  based on  modified  strip 
theory, d e s 8  aerodp.amic  influence-coefficient  matrices m e  used. The 
calculated  derivatives may therefore be 6aZIlewhat in error, particularly 
if in calculating them the moment of a load distribution has to  be 
detezmlned. If there is reason to suqect that  the  modified  strip 
theory  is  inadequate f o r  calculating a given  derivative,  the  derivative 
mtt$ be calculated for the rigid- case by a more refined  method;  ths 
results  calculated  by the method of this  paper may then be used  to 
correct  the  accurate  rigid-wlng  value  for t he  effect  of  structural 
flexfbility. 
A method has been presented for  calculating t h e  aerodynamic  loading, 
the  divergence  speed,  and  certain  &ability  derivatives of wings and 
t a f l  surfaces of arbitrary plan form asd stiffness. Provisions have 
been mde for using either stiffness curves  and roo+rotation constants 
or influence coefficients in the  structural part of the analysis.  Strip 
theory with over-dl  reductian and rounding off at the tip  to t ake  
account of aerodynamic  induction have been used for  the aero-c part 
of t h s  aniLysis. C o m p u t i n g  forms,  tables  of  numerical  constants  required 
in tha  analysis, and an illustrative example are included  to  facilitate 
calculat i.0- by man8 of the method. 
Lmglsy Aeronautical bboratory 
National Mvisory Camittee for  Aeraaautics 
Lengley Field, Va. a 
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For the convenience of th4 reader unfamflia3. with matrix terminology, 
a sumnary of matrix definitions and methods is presented .Ln the following 
sections. For a m e  coqlete dfecussian of matrix methods the reader 
is referred t o  any.texi; an matrices, for instance reference 8. 
Definitions 
A m%T.iX l e  a rectangular &a$ of numbers, called elemants, written 
down in rows em€ colwme. A column matrix cmists  of a single column, 
a row matrix of a single row. A square matrlx ha6 &E many rows as It 
has c a l m s .  The diagonal of a square matrix framthe upper lef t  t o  the 
lvmr right is callad the principal diagonal. A mtrix all the eltunants 
of which axe zero except f o r  those on the principal diaganal is called a 
diagonal matrix. E a l l  of these elements are unity, the matrix is 
terned the unit matrix. 
Matrix Algebra 
Adtiition.- Two matrices can be added. or szzbtracted if both have the 
86918 num5er of rows and columns.. The addition or  mbtractian is carried 
out by &ding t o  or  subtracting from each element of the first matrix 
the carraspondjng element of the eecand matrix. 
Multiplication by a c&at . -  A matrix is lmzltiplied by a constant 
by multiplsing each element by that canstant. 
Matrix mltip1icatim.- Two matrices can be d t i p l i e d .  by each other 
if the second has a8 many rows as the first hae C O ~ U ~ ~ S .  The elemnts 
of the  resulting matrix are obtained by nultlplying  the elements in the 
corresponiing row of the first matrix by tho63 of t he  corresponding 
column of t h s  eacond matrix in the following order: The fir& element 
or' the row is  multiplied by the first element of the column, the secmd 
by th3 secon6, and. so forth. The sun 3f the products obtained h t h i s  
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m e r  is  the d u e  of the  element of t h e  product  matrix. Schemtically 
this  process may be  illustrated as f o l l a r s :  
1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 6  
Q = a A + b B + c C + d D + e E + f F  
It must be emphasized that in multiplylag  matrices by each  other  their 
order  is of Fmportance. As the two matrices  under  consideration are 
mitten t h e  matrix  at t h e  left (the m matrix) is said  to be post- 
multiplied  by  the  other, ( the M matrix); or t h e  M matrix may be said 
to be premultiplied by the m matrh, In order to distinguish the mmner 
in which they are  multiplied. If the  two  matrices were wrftten  in  the 
reverse  order  and then multiplied according to t h e  foregoing instructions, 
that  is,  if  the [MI matrix  were  postnltiplied by t he  [mJ matrix, the 
element of the  second row .and fourth column of the  product  matrix [M] [m] 
would  clearly  not have the value Q Fn general, nor would in general 
any other  element have the value it  would have if t he  two matrices  were 
multiplied in the order ehown. Consequently it  is  important  to obseme 
the order in which t h e  matrices axe wkftten  down in the  computing 
instructions. 
Matrix  iteration.- The purpose of iterating a squarre matrix is to 
determine the columnmatrix or matrices  which,  if  postmultiplied by the 
given  square  matrix,  yield t h e  stme column  matrix  except for a constant 
multiplier. It is the va lue  or values of these  rmiltipliers  which 
constitute  the  desired  characteristic values of t h e  matrix. 
The itemtian is  carried  out by assuming a "trial" column (the 
column ahown in  table Vn: is  convenient  for the purpose  of this analysis) 
and pramultiplying  it by the  given  square  matrix  to  yield a "result" 
colm. The elements of tha result  column  including the last axe 
divfded by the last element of the  result  column a d entered a8 a 
second trial  column.. Die sycond  trial c o l m  is then premultiplied 
by the s q w e  matrix to yield  a.secand r e d t  column. The procedure is 
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repeated Until the same value (nithin the desired accuracy) is obtained 
twice in succession for  the l a s t  element of the r e d t  matre. The 
reciprocal of this Value is the desired (raweat) characteristic d u e  
of the matrix, that is, the lowest c r i t i c a l  value of aD, in the 
analysis of this paper. 
Another way of estimating  a f i r s t  trial column i e  t o  add the 
elements in each row of the A matrix, enter the  s ix  sums in the first 
reoult column and t rea t  them as i f  they had been obtained by ?mltiplYing 
the A matrlx b~ a f i r s t  trial column. 
Derivation of the lntegratfng Matrice8 
Although familiarity w i t h  the  derivatian of the integrating 
matrices is not essential t o  the application of the method of this 
paper, an outline of the derivation is presented because of i ts  general 
interest. 
The integrating  matrfces used in this paper axe based an the same 
concept as  SLmgson's rule - replacement of the actual  function which is 
to be Integrated by parabolic segments. E the function y has the 
values yn-l, yn and F,,~, respectively, a t  t he  equall;g spaced 
points  G-~, % and ~n+~, the folloxlng r eh t f ans  are saen t o  be 
true f o r  a seconddegree parabola passed thro- the thrae h o r n  points: 
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where 
The different integrations mer the parabolic segmsnts may thus 
bs performed by mltlplying the given y valuea by the m.iLtiplying 
factore indlcated in  equations (A2) t o  (Ab). 
Since load dietributiops at subeonic speeds go t o  zero with inf ini te  
slope a t   t he   t i p  and the ordinary second-degree parabola furnishes a 
poor approximation t o  s x h  a distribution, V. M. Falkner has suggested 
that  a curve of the type 
be paeaed through the last three points of the  load-distributlm curve 
at  t h e  t i p  (x = 1). Grt the basis of the approximation, relation3 
equivalent t o  equations (Al) t o  (A6) may be derived. The mlt ip ly ing  
factors f o r  the last two segrmnts m e  then based on these equivalent 
expresalons rather than those of equations (A2) t o  (A6). 
The integrating factora of equations (A2) t o  (A6)  may be assembled 
directly  into  in5egratiW  matricee. The IC3 matrix, f o r  inetance, is 
se t  up t o  perform "he integration r y  dx. JY at  tha upper limit x = 0.1 
an9 the ten-point matrix (table III(b)) is used, the factors 0.04167, 
0.06667, and -0.00833 ma$ be obtained frm equation (Ah) slnce = 0, 
5 = 0.1, = 0.2, and Ax = 0.1; similarly, if fo r  the same case 
-%he in te rn t ion  is extended t o  x = 0.2 as the upper limlt, the 
Integrating factors 0.03333,  0.13333, and 0.03333 w i l l  be obtained from 
equation (A2). These factors constitute the second and third rows of 
the matrix IC3; since the integrations are independent of the y valueH 
other thm the first three, the other y values are  mlt ip l ied  by zero 
in these two rows. Ln order t o  extend the integration t o  x = 0.3 an 
4 
-ct  integration is again performed up t o  1: = 0.2 .and another Integration, 
using another pEtrabolic segmnt, is performed fram x = 0.2 t o  x = 0.3. 
Tor t he  lat ter integratim %-I = 0.2, 5 = 0.3, %+1 = 0.4, and 
Ax = 0.1, so that equatian (Ab) again yields the factore 0.04167, 
O:O6667, esd -0.00833. The y value at x = 0.2 is' therefore assigned 
a lrmltlplylng factor of 0.03333 by the first h tegra t ion  and a factor  
of 0.04167 by t h e  second, or  a t o t a l  factor of 0.07500. The reeulting 
factors are entered in t h e .  f ourth row' of t he  5 matrix. All other 
rows are obtained Fn a s h i l a z  manner. 
me ICk matrix ~ n r m ~  up the torques outboard of a given point, 
~ i l e  the % matrix gives the  BUD^ of the 3nment.s or forces applied 
outboard of a given point. Reither requires any integratians in the 
sense of equatians (A2) t o  (A6). For the sir-point method these two 
matrlces are: 
daw 
0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 - 
=4 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1 .C  
1 1 I I 1 1  
0 1 1 I 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1  
0 0 0 I 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1  
0 0 0 0 0 1  
- 
r / a ,  - 
0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 - 
% . I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 
0 .2 .4 .6 .7 .8 
0 0  .2 .4 .5 .6 
0 0 0  .2 . 3  .4 
0 0 0 0  .I .2 
0 0 0 0 0  .1 
It will be .noted that t h e  mcanent &mne whfoh ccmrprrise the 
fractions of sw, so tha t  the  matrlx must be mult ip l ied  
in  order to f ie ld a c t u d  mcmenta as stated in equatian (21). 
c 
? 
i 
8 
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Table I- Values d the lntegmting Matrix [K,l 
(a) SIX - Point Solution 
.2 1~01667 ,13333 . 1 5 o o o '  .2646ip ,09333 .I5085 
.4 g 0 0 ,06667 .2&%7 ,09333 .I5085 
.a 0 0 0 
.9 0 0 0 
(b)  Ten -Point Solution 
.5 
,06667 .I 3333 
.6 
,06667 .I3333 
m667 .I3333 
.06667 .I3333 
.06667 .I3333 
.OW7 
-,OM33 0 
,03333 0 
. O m  
0 
0 0 
0 
. 
- .  
.7 
#&No .I3333 
.woo0 ,13333 
W O  J3333 
.8 
.OM33 ,05667 
.M6ooo ,13333 
. m o  .I3333 
,06000 .I3333 
,06000 .I 3333 
0 ,02667 
O -.OM86 
I 
.9 
,15085 
.I5085 
,15085 
.I5085 
,15085 
A5085 
.I5085 
J5085 
. I 5 0 8 5  
.09333 
- 
c 
. . .  . . .  . .. . .  
8 .  
Table U- Values of the Integrdiy Matrtx [)dl 
(a) Six Poht SolutKln 
.9 
.I 3792 
,10175 
.07758 
,04741 
.O I724 
,00419 
[ b) Ten Runt Solut~on 
a . 
. .  . .  . . .  
. . . " .  
. . ...... . . ". .. - . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .. " 
%ble 111- Values of the lntegrafing Matrix f K J  
(a) Six Point Solution 
( b )  Ten Point Solution 
.3 
.W67 .07W .I3333 a6667 13333 ,06667 .I3333 .(I6667 ,13333 -03333 -9 
0 U333 ,13333 .06667 ,13333 . W 7  13333 .OW7 ,13333 -0333 .8 
0 LX675l0833 .07m ,13333 .W -13333 a6667 .I3333 .a333 .7 
0 0 0 ,03333 A3333 .06667 ,13333 ,06667 ,13333 .03333 .6 
0 0 0 -3 .W .07500 .I3333 ,06667 .I3333 03333 .5 
0 0 0 0 0 .033?3 13333 .Ow67 ,13333 a3333 .4 
0 0 0 0 0 700833 .06667 .07500 -13333 -03333 
I 
. .  . . . .  . .  .. . .  . .  
. . .  
, r 
(a) Six Point Solution 
( b )  T i n  Point Solution 
m55s .a752 
-.ole% .09333 
.3 0 0 -,#833 .ow67 ,04167 
~ A 0 0 0 0 .MI66 
.6 0 0 1 0  0 0 
I 1 
,S 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,06667 
.-7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. .  . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . .. . . . . 
Table V- Values of he Load Conversion Matrix [Kt] 
(a> Six Point Solution 
(b) Ten Point Solution 
. . .  .. . .. 
. c 
. . . . . . . . . 
t 
1 
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TABLE VI- FORM FOR CbMPUTATlON CFAEROELAS~C MATRIX 
39 
(a) WING PARAMETERS 
A =  
QQM = Z P  4% - b =  A =  
Q p r  = w =  S =  
I r-E 7 1 
L CrJ 
ys* 0 .2 .4 .6 1 .8 .9 
0 1.000 0 0 0 
40 NACA RM No. -7a 
=TpzJ7 
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t 
SUPERSONIC CASE 
Table m.- Form for ~ o l u t i o ~  o f  Aerselastic Equation 
(a) Divergence (b) Aerodynamic Loading v 
c.,= C,= 
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Subson IC Case 
SUBSONIC CASE 
1 
. .  .. I 
c 
(a) Divergence 
[AI 
(b) Aerodynamic Londing 
Auxiliary matrix I 
a,= -2208 
. . . . . . . 
. ... . 
I 
1 Rotation I Symbol 1 AveVaIue 1 Q Votue I 
Distance along span q , inches 
deflections. 
figure' 27 Rotpitions of CI 45" swept box beam due to r o o t  
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Figure 4.- E f f e c t  of Mach number on the divergence 
dynamic pressure and lift- curve slope of the example wing. 
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(a) Assumed rigid - wing loa ding. 
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(b) Flexible -wing I O Q  ding. 
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Figure 5,- toad distribution of  exatqde wing- 
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Figure 6.- Lift  coefficient, roI\Eng-marnent coefficient 
and aerodynamic center of example wing. 
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Figure 7.- Relation between the parsmeters ap and d,. 
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